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Offering a wealth of reliable information, The Oxford Guide to People & Places of the Bible provides

more than 300 articles that cover everyone from Adam and Eve to Jesus Christ and everywhere

from the Garden of Eden to Golgotha and Gethsemane.  Readers will find fascinating, informative

entries on virtually every major figure who walked across the biblical stage. Here are Hebrew Bible

figures such as Cain and Abel, Noah and Methuselah, Abraham and Isaac, David and Goliath,

Solomon and Sheba, Moses and Aaron, Naomi and Ruth, and Samson and Delilah. The New

Testament is likewise well covered, with pieces on Peter and Paul, John the Baptist and Mary

Magdalene, the apostles (Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John), Pontius Pilate and Judas Iscariot, and of

course Jesus, Mary, and Joseph. Articles also define groups of people who figure in the Bible, such

as Angels, Archangels, and Demons, the Magi, the Tribes of Israel, and Women. Entries on the

significant places of the Bible, both ancient and modern, include kingdoms and countries (Egypt,

Assyria, Mesopotamia) and cities (Bethlehem, Jerusalem, Sodom and Gomorrah), as well as

geographical features such as the Sea of Galilee and Mount Hebron. The guide includes a detailed

index for ease of use, and 14 pages of color maps, providing an accurate, detailed portrait of the

biblical world. Here then is the first place to turn to find factual information on the people and places

of Holy Scripture. Written by an international team of noted biblical experts, it is an essential addition

to any family library as well as a useful, reliable resource for scholars and students.
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This is an excellent reference work, and I refer to it regularly during Bible class and other study. The



write-ups are full of great information and well done.Unfortunately, the Kindle version's navigation

features are almost non-existent. The table of contents does not let you jump to a letter of the

alphabet and there is no search function (as there is in the dictionary included in the Kindle and

other encyclopedias). You are left to page through one page at a time, or use the go to function and

hope you get close to the desired topic. Your best option is probably to book mark every letter and

use that as a means to more quickly get around.This is a very good book (I would give the print

version five stars), but the Kindle version's lack of navigation makes it too cumbersome to use as a

handy reference, which is what it is supposed to be. I recommend the hard copy of this work but

caution those considering the Kindle version.

This is a very concise guide to all of the fascinating characters and places in the Bible. The

Directory of Contributors lists over 140 names of the scholars who have put together the text. They

hail from the United States, Italy, Ireland, England, Israel, Switzerland, Scotland, Canada, South

Africa, Germany and Australia. The author of each entry is identified by name and the reader can

check into the directory in the front of the book and find their scholastic background.Written in

alphabetical order and starting with AARON, the book covers the people and places of both

Testaments. Fourteen Bible Maps based on the Oxford Bible Atlas are also included.The guide

reads like an encyclopedia and makes a terrific companion book to the Bible. For instance, if you

want to know exactly who were the PHARISEES or read the story of JACOB, and what he did to win

the beautiful RACHEL each entry is there to be found.This is really a great source of reference for

finding specific data.

Do not buy the electronic version of this. There is no navigation at all so finding any topic

takesforever. The search feature is useless because it takes forever. What a shame.

This is well worth its price as it is a succinct guide to all people and places in the bible. The

alphabetical listing of the people and places is intuitive making this a user friendly encyclopedia.

One feature I really like about this work is that each entry is attributed to the author allowing for

additional research if you so desire and allowing you to contextualize the commentary if you are

doing scholarly work.Note: Unlike the previous reviewer's book, mine does not begin with "Aaron", it

starts with "ABBA." I suspect she was actually referring to the "Oxford Companion to the Bible,"

another must-have for those interested in this subject.



This is a worthwhile condensation and update of the Oxford Companion to the Bible. Only leading

scholars of religion are found in this Guide. While browsing through its 374 pages (with index), I

happened to read the entry on the Samaritans. It was refreshing to see that, instead of offering

simplistic "black and white" statements about the Samaritans' relation to Judaism, the contributor

addresses rather than overlooks the inherent complexities of Biblical scholarship. The definition of

the word "Judaism," for instance, is thoughtfully examined, rendering claims such as "The

Samaritans are simply an offshoot of Judaism" indicative of flimsy, second-rate thinking.This, of

course, is what decent scholarship is all about. And that is precisely why I purchased this highly

useful edition.

I got this book for my daughter and she loved it! I was just perusing it and learned so much I didn't

know and didn't even know I didn't know.

informative

I rated it why do I need to write a review? If it's good then it's good if it's bad then it's bad if it is

excellent then it is.
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